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Clockwise top left: Rodney Ascher, Director, Room
237; Haskell Wexler, Director, Who Needs Sleep?;
Aaron Greer, Director, I’ll Fly Away

Synopsis
Other People’s Footage: Copyright & Fair Use explores the three questions essential to
determining fair use exemptions and presents illustrative examples from nonfiction and
experimental films that use pre-existing footage, music and sound from other individuals’
creations – without permission or paying fees. Through on-camera interviews with noted
documentarians, film and legal experts, Other People’s Footage: Copyright & Fair Use also
refers to relevant court cases to further clarify fair use issues.
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Above L–R: Alex Rotaru, Director,
Shakespeare High; Skip Blumberg,
Director, Lessons from the Video Master;
Claire Aguilar, Former Head, ITVS
Programming

Learning
Activities
**The principles of fair use
Fair use safeguards your right to tell your story your way
by allowing new works to be created out of old works.
Three questions must be answered with a “rock solid” yes
in order to ensure an assertion of fair use is in the safe
harbor area:
1. Are you using this asset to illustrate a point that you’re
already making in your film?
2. Are you only using what is reasonably
appropriate for the demonstration?
3. Is the connection between what you’re using
and the point that you’re illustrating clear to
the average viewer?
•

•

Clips of a movie in a video review
Song parodies
Using a news story in a blog post
Posting clips of movies or TV shows on YouTube
Using an image from Google to illustrate a blog post
Rewriting song lyrics for a serious (non-parody) purpose

Twenty Feet from
Stardom (Director
Morgan Neville)
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•

With reference to these three essential
questions, explain when a filmmaker moves
away from the safe harbor end of the fair use
spectrum.
Find three examples of this from any medium
(print, television, film, music) and explain how
they are transformative.
Consider the following and explain how, as a
general rule, the principles of fair use would
apply.

-
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**Best practices in
fair use
The Statement of Best Practices
in Fair Use was issued 18
November 2005. It made clear
what documentary filmmakers
regard as reasonable
applications of fair use.
•

•

Above from top: The Garden, Director Scott Hamilton Kennedy;
Room 237, Director Rodney Ascher

**Documentary Filmmakers
•
•

•

•

Explain how fair use applies to the
inclusion of historical footage.
What are the limits of fair use for a
documentary filmmaker in relation to
historical footage?
Consider the example from the
documentary Room 237 (2012), directed
by Rodney Ascher. Approximately onethird of the film is made up of clips from
the movie The Shining. What was the
controversy relating to fair use with this
film and how was it resolved?
The documentaries Bowling for
Columbine (2002) and Fahrenheit 9/11
(2004) dealt with the way that media is
influenced by powerful images. Both
films included over 40 per cent of thirdparty images that were integral to the
messages of these works. Why is fair
use vital for filmmakers to achieve their
purpose in cases like these?

•

•

Why do you think the
Statement was necessary
at that time for documentary filmmakers?
Consider the example from This Film Is Not Yet Rated
(2006), directed by Kirby Dick. What was this documentary
about and how does it relate directly to The Statement of
Best Practices in Fair Use?
What were the benefits of the Statement of Best
Practices in Fair Use for filmmakers? How has it assisted
cooperation within the film industry? What are examples
of similar statements in countries outside of the USA?
Visit the Center for Media and Social Impact at <https://
cmsimpact.org/>. How was this Center instrumental in
spearheading the Statement of Best Practices in Fair
Use? Browse their “Case Studies” section and identify
relevant case studies with reference to fair use.

Prior to the Statement of Best Practices in Fair Use,
clearance costs were known for turning low-budget films
(particularly documentaries) into very expensive projects.
Clearance costs include the licensing fees paid to copyright
holders for permission to use music, text, archival photos
and film and news clips.
•

•
•

Research the following two documentaries in relation to
clearance costs:
- Tarnation (2004) was made on a budget of $218.32,
but an additional $400,000 was spent on sound,
print, score and music clearances!
- Mad Hot Ballroom (2005) spent 45 per cent of their
total budget to clear music rights.
What did the specific clearance costs for the above
documentaries cover?
In your research, what other documentaries did you find
that were crippled by such clearance costs?

Carrier (Director
Marco Chermayeff)
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Inset top: Best Practices in Fair Use booklet. Above: This Film Is
Not Yet Rated, Director Kirby Dick
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Who Needs Sleep
(Director Haskell Wexler)

Left: Fame High
(Director Scott
Hamilton Kennedy)

Above from top: Flying Away (Director Aaron Greer); Expelled – No
Intelligence Allowed (Director Nathan Frankowski); The New Black
(Produced by Yvonne Welbon)

**Employing fair use in
documenting history
•

•

If you consider that a documentary
is often exploring the world we live in
and interpreting current events, in what
ways are broadcast news archives and
YouTube essential to the storytelling?
We see the use of news archives in the
2009 documentary Trouble the Water.
Analyze three documentaries for which
news archives have been critical?

**Fair use of voice, music and
sound
•

•

•

•

Fair use includes elements that are “incidental”
and “fortuitous.” What do these terms mean in
relation to fair use for filmmakers?
How did fair use apply to director Haskell Wexler’s
use of a commercial song in his 2006 documentary
Who Needs Sleep?
We see the example of director Nathan Frankowski
using John Lennon’s song “Imagine” in his 2008
documentary Expelled: No Intelligence Allowed.
How was the song used and how was this within
the parameters of fair use? How did putting the
lyrics on the screen strengthen their claim of fair
use?
How does fair use justify the use of music and
sound in the documentaries Twenty Feet From
Stardom, The New Black and Fame High?

•

Who was Nam June Paik and what was
his relationship with video art? How does
fair use apply to his works?

Left: Lessons from the Video Master
(Director Skip Blumberg)
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**Fair use in experimental
works of art
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Jan Krawitz, Director Drive In Blues

Yvonne Wellbon, Producer, The New Black

Mitchell Block, Producer, Carrier

**Additional legal issues
•
•
•

•

•

What are the ethical issues raised by Mitchell Block
regarding fair use? Explain and justify your views on this.
What are the ethical issues that occurred with archival
footage and voice-over in the documentary Blackfish?
Explain Michael C. Donaldson’s contention that the
“three questions” and the concept of “transformative
use” protects the original subject when footage
is re-used. Why do you agree or disagree with his
contention?
What difficulties did director Carl Deal (Trouble the
Water) have with CNN when promoting his film? How
did CNN use material from Trouble the Water and why
did Carl Deal object to this?
What issues did filmmaker Jan Krawitz have with
misappropriation of her documentary Drive-In Blues?

A great way to understand the principle of fair use is to
review cases decided by the courts. The following site
contains a summary of cases and their rulings, with an
explanation of the findings: <https://fairuse.stanford.edu/
overview/fair-use/cases/>

Betsy McLane, Director Emerita
International Documentary Association

•

Read through the cases and findings and highlight
the ones you find most interesting from each of the
following areas:
- Cases involving text
- Cases involving artwork, visual arts and audiovisual cases
- Internet cases
- Music cases
- Parody cases
Explain why you found the cases and findings
interesting.

Andrew Berger
Tannenbaum
Helpern LLP
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Above from top: Blackfish (Director Gabriela Cowperthwaite);
Trouble the Water (Directors Carl Deal, Tia Lessin)
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•

•

Congress passed the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act (DMCA) on 28 October 1998. Given the
predominance of the internet and streaming
services in 2019, how do the current laws
adequately cover modern media? In what ways do
fair use principles and laws need to adapt to reflect
changes in modern media?
Conduct research into specific renewals and
additions to the DMCA since it was passed in 1998.
Provide a definition of Section 1201 of the Act and
the criticism of this Section with specific reference
to its perceived lack of protection for fair use.

Suggested sites to begin research:
<https://blogs.cuit.columbia.edu/culr/2016/08/31/
the-need-to-update-dmca-2/>
<https://repository.law.miami.edu/cgi/viewcontent.
cgi?article=1072&context=umblr>
https://cmsimpact.org/fair-use-blog/
good-news-dmca-exemptions-copyright-office/
https://copyrightalliance.org/
education/copyright-law-explained/
the-digital-millennium-copyright-act-dmca/
https://www.copyright.gov/reports/studies/dmca/
dmca_executive.html
https://www.eff.org/issues/dmca
https://www.copyrighted.com/blog/dmca-guide

Michael C. Donaldson
Donaldson + Callif,
LLP

**Self-censorship and concluding
thoughts
•

•
Carl Deal,
Director, Citizen
Koch and
Trouble the
Water

•

•
•

•

Tia Lessin,
Director,
Trouble The
Water and
Citizen Koch

•
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Consider this statement: “Fair use is not a get out of jail
free card. Use work and transform it, but understand
the law.” In what ways does this adequately sum up fair
use?
Why is fair use important as an artistic tool? How is it
liberating or threatening to the filmmaker?
Using examples of films explored in Other People’s
Footage: Copyright & Fair Use, as well as other films,
list the ways fair use has been an incredible source of
creativity for documentary filmmakers.
“Fair use is like a muscle; it gets bigger if you use it.”
Explain this statement.
“The worst censors in the world are the scissors in the
mind.” Why does self-censorship happen and how can
this negatively impact filmmakers?
Why is it important to teach students about copyright
law and fair use? Explain your response. Using
information gained from viewing Other People’s
Footage: Copyright & Fair Use and additional research,
create your own educational clip (audio, video,
animated) that explains copyright and fair use with
particular reference to filmmaking. Ensure your clip
promotes fair use as an artistic tool designed to help
generate new works.
There are some common misconceptions about
circumstances permitting a particular usage to
be considered fair use. Explain how the following
characteristics do not automatically confer fair use:
- Age of the work
- Out of print
- Religious Use
- Non-profit Use
- Personal Use
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Below: Pat Aufdeheide, Founder,
Center for Media & Social Impact

Scott Hamilton Kennedy,
Director, The Garden

Other countries have different guidelines regarding
copyright laws, but they all aim to protect the idea that you
cannot exploit someone else’s intellectual property for your
own commercial gain.
•

Define the term “intellectual property” with reference
to copyright laws and the principles of fair use. Why
do you think it’s important to protect an individual’s
intellectual property, and what challenges to fair use
does this present?

Visit the following site and
conduct research into the
objections surrounding this in
Australia:
<https://www.copyright.com.
au>
•

In Australia, the concept of “fair dealing” allows for
usage of existing material in the following circumstances:
- Research and study
- Review and criticism
- Reporting the news

- Providing legal advice
- Parody and satire

Canada has a six-fold test to determine whether
something qualifies as ‘fair dealing’:
- The Purpose of the use
- The Character of the
use
- The Amount of the use

- Alternatives of the use
- The nature of the
original
- The effect of the usage

In the United Kingdom, the guidelines are limited to:
- Non-commercial
research and private
study
- Criticism, review and
quotation
•

•

- News reporting
- Satire and parody
- Illustration for teaching

What are your views on
this in relation to concerns
over content and cost
impacts to Australia as a
result of fair use?

Alexis
Krasilovsky,
Director, Women
Behind the Camera

Read the following
article which answers
a filmmaker’s question regarding using a
famous person’s quote in a scripted film: <https://
www.moviemaker.com/archives/series/cinema_law/
what-to-know-using-peoples-quotes-film/>.
•

What advice is given regarding this? Compose three
potential questions that a budding filmmaker may
have regarding fair use, and write a response that
explains your advice with direct reference to the ideas
and concepts covered in Other People’s Footage:
Copyright & Fair Use.

There have been calls to introduce fair use as it applies in
the USA to Australia. There have been objections to this,
with claims it would result in less Australian content being
produced with an impact to Australia’s GDP to the tune of $1
billion.

Image from: Free to Love; Jorge Olive, Director, Free to Love
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In what ways are the guidelines in Australia, Canada,
and the UK more or less specific and prescriptive than
in the USA?
Consider the addition of the “Alternatives” test in Canada,
which asks whether there was a way to achieve the same
goal without reproducing the protected work. What is
the purpose of this? Explain how the “alternatives” test
applies to other media examples?
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Steve Jobs (Director Danny Boyle)
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Lisa Callif
Entertainment Lawyer

Chris Perez
Entertainment Lawyer

xxxxx
Inset: Queen Anne

Learning
Activities
**Historical development
of copyright laws

Jorge Oliver
Director Free to Love

Michael C. Donaldson, entertainment lawyer, suggests that
in order to truly understand fair use, you must go back to
its origins.
Using your notes from viewing Other People’s Footage:
Fair Use in Scripted Films as well as additional research,
create an annotated digital timeline that traces the
development of copyright as a concept. Areas to include:
•
•

The Statute of Queen Anne (also known as the Copyright Act
1710) – its origins, purpose and impact
Copyright law under the American Constitution – its origins,
purpose and initial impact

•
•
•
•
•

The Register of Copyrights – role and responsibilities
The first copyright case decided in the US Supreme Court
Congress passing the first comprehensive copyright law of the
twentieth century
Congress passing the current Copyright Act
Congress passing the Digital Millennium Copyright Act and
subsequent renewals

Immediate Family
(Director Jonathan Kaplan)

Donaldson states that “Copyright exists for the promotion
of new works.” Explain what this means with direct
reference to a strong example from any medium.

© 2019 Carson Johnson Productions, LLC

Suggested sites to begin research:
<http://www.victorianweb.org/authors/dickens/pva/pva74.
html>
<https://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/anne_1710.asp>
<https://www.copyright.gov/history/>
<https://cmsimpact.org/>
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Below L–R: No (Director Pablo Larrain);
Jersey Boys (Director Clint Eastwood)
Dean Cheley
Entertainment Lawyer

**The principles of fair use
The principles of fair use that apply
to documentaries are the exact same
principles that apply to scripted films.

Katy Alimohammadi
Entertainment Lawyer

There are three questions that must be answered
with a “rock solid” yes in order to ensure your
assertion of fair use is in the safe harbor:
1. Are you using this asset to illustrate a point that
you’re already making in your film?
2. Are you only using what is reasonably appropriate
for the demonstration?
3. Is the connection between what you’re using
and the point that you’re illustrating clear to the
average viewer?

**True Stories: You can treat true
stories like documentaries
•

•
In fictional, scripted films, the further you move
away from reality, the more difficult it is to justify
fair use.
•

Choose and explain examples of a scripted film based
on a true story that meets the conditions of fair use.
Then choose and explain an example that illustrates
conditions where fair use principles have not been met.
Throughout Other People’s Footage: Fair Use in
Scripted Films, Michael C. Donaldson, entertainment
lawyer, places a lot of faith in the application of fair use
according to the three questions above. Explain what
does or does not make his faith convincing.
Write a reflective essay that responds to the following
statement: “It could be said that the fair use doctrine
is both flexible and unpredictable, making it difficult
for filmmakers to really know the line between fair
use and infringement.” Use examples from Other
People’s Footage: Fair Use in Scripted Films, as well as
additional research.

•

Above: LBJ (Director Rob Reiner)

What is the purpose of the de minimis defense in
relation to filmmakers? Identify three examples where
the de minimis defense may be used in a film. Write a
justification de minimis defense for each one.

© 2019 Carson Johnson Productions, LLC

Related to fair use is the defense of de minimis. This can be
applied when the amount of material copied is so small that
the court permits it without conducting a fair use analysis.
For example, in the film Seven (1995) several copyrighted
photographs appear in the film, which prompted the
copyright owner of the photographs to sue the film’s
producer. The court stated that the photographs “appear
fleetingly and are obscured, severely out of focus, and
virtually unidentifiable.” As such, the court excused their use
as de minimis and did not require a fair use analysis.
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Below clockwise from top: Boyhood (Director Richard Linklater);
Lord of Chaos (Director Jonas Akerlund); LBJ (Director Rob Reiner)

Borg vs McEnroe (Director Janus Metz)

** Films based on real events with
actors playing real people
We learn that for recognizable individuals, the following
conditions must be satisfied in order to meet the
requirements of fair use:
1. Don’t defame the person.
2. Don’t invade privacy.
3. Don’t violate the Right of Publicity.
Explain what each of these criteria means and illustrate with
reference to examples from any medium.
•

What were the issues surrounding the portrayal of real
people in Borg vs McEnroe (2017) and Steve Jobs
(2015)?
In the 2018 film Lords of Chaos, how did the filmmaker’s
use of posters, records and clothing relate to fair use?

**Historical Authenticity

•

When making a biographical film that
strives to adhere to actual events,
archival footage is often crucial.

**You can’t put someone in a false light

•

•

•

•

Consider the example of LBJ (2017) and its
use of Walter Cronkite announcing the death
of JFK. How does this example qualify as a
“legitimate transformative use” of archival
material as it relates to historical authenticity?
With reference to No (2012), Boyhood
(2014) and Snowden (2016), how is archival
footage integrated within these films? How
do these examples meet the conditions for
fair use?
Describe ways documentaries and scripted
films on the same topic, for example,
Citizenfour (2014) and Snowden (2016), can
use similar footage to establish authenticity.
What other fictional narrative films
dramatize the same topic or person as has
a documentary?

•

•

•

How did Michael Moore fail to meet the conditions of
fair use in his 1989 film Roger & Me?
We learn that any time you have an actor playing a real
person and you don’t have the person’s permission, it
is acceptable as long as the portrayal is accurate. In
what ways do you think this could be open to subjective
interpretation and/or challenge?
Identify two or more films from Hollywood and around
the world that are based on real events with actors
playing real people. For each film, explain how the
portrayals of recognizable individuals in the films meet
the requirements of fair use.
Research challenges that have been launched regarding
fair use in relation to the portrayal of recognizable
individuals in scripted films. What were the grounds for
the challenges and what were the results? What is your
personal opinion of the outcome in each case?

© 2019 Carson Johnson Productions, LLC

Snowden
(Director
Oliver Stone)

Roger & Me
(Director Michael Moore)

5

Inset below: Professor Marston
and the Wonder Women
(Director Angela Robinson)

Once
xxx
(Director
John Carney)

Made in America
(Director Richard Benjamin)

**Films shot in realistic settings
•

Above Thanks for Sharing (Director Stuart Blumberg)

**Fair use of footage from films and
television in scripted films
•

•
•

Explain how the principles of fair use apply in relation
to footage from films and television in scripted films.
Consider the examples that are shown from the
following films:
- The Transfiguration (2017)
- To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before (2018)
- Operation Avalanche (2016)
- Midnight in Paris (2011)
In these films, how do these examples qualify as
“transformative use” and thereby as fair use?
Cite other examples of footage from films and
television being used in scripted films. Explain how the
footage used in your examples meets the conditions
for fair use.

•

We learn that fair use of copyrighted materials while
shooting in public places includes things that are
“incidental” and “fortuitous.” Define these terms in
relation to filming a scripted film.
How do the examples from the films Once (2007)
and Thanks for Sharing (2012) illustrate fair use when
shooting in public places?

**Fictional films shot on
rented locations
In some instances, fair use is justified in
relation to existing props and set dressing
when shooting fictional films on rented
locations. Set dressing and props can be
justified if their use is relevant to character
or story.
•

•

**Privacy
•

•

© 2019 Carson Johnson Productions, LLC

•

Using common sense is vital when
safeguarding privacy. The question must be
asked: “When does someone have a legitimate
expectation of privacy?” Give examples of how
this can be difficult to define in relation to a
scripted film being shot in public spaces.
How is a “notice of filming” useful in defending
against charges that a filmmaker invaded
someone’s privacy?

How do the art/posters on the walls in the
2009 film Waiting for Ophelia meet the
conditions of fair use?
How does fair use of art and props become
problematic when you have totally fictional
films shot on a set? Explain how fair use
applies with reference to the examples given
from the following films:
- Made in America (1993)
- Professor Marston and the Wonder Women
(2017)
- Immediate Family (1989)
Identify five films not mentioned in Other
People’s Footage: Fair Use in Scripted Films
that rely on set dressing and props to aid
in developing character or story involving
the application of fair use. Refer to specific
scenes and write a justification for the use of
specific set dressing and props.
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**Trademark laws versus
copyright laws
•

•

•

What is the relationship between trademark
laws and copyright laws? What is the
purpose of trademark laws and when were
trademark laws established?
With reference to the three examples
shown from the following films, explain the
justification for the use of the trademark
items, businesses, and places included.
- Dickie Roberts: Former Child Star (2003)
- Escape from Tomorrow (2013)
- George of the Jungle 2 (2003)
- Super Size Me (2004)
Identify five films not mentioned in Other
People’s Footage: Fair Use in Scripted Films
that contain a scene where trademark laws
may be challenged. State the issues at hand
and write a justification that either supports
or rejects the use of a particular trademark.

Yvonne Welbon
(Director Sisters in
Cinema)

**Architectural copyright and trademark
•

•

•

Can filmmakers use exteriors with well-known logos/
trademarks/landmarks? How does copyright protection
apply here?
Using the example from Sisters in Cinema (2003), explain
why it is legal for Yvonne Welbon to include footage of
her walking past studios.
Explain the problem with the architectural feature in the film
Batman Forever (1995). How was the objection justifiable?

Architecturally distinctive buildings that are commercialized
and have acquired a high level of consumer recognition
may also be subject to a separate trademark that may
impact their depiction in media works, especially when such
images are used to commercially promote a film or for film
merchandising purposes.
•

•

Brainstorm a list of architecturally distinctive buildings
that you think may be subject to a separate trademark in
media works. Conduct research to see if this is the case.
Identify films where these have been used.
Research other examples of films incorporating wellknown landmarks that could lead to a possible court
challenge. Explain how the principles of fair use do or do
not apply.

Above from top: Dickie Roberts: Former Child Star (Director Sam
Weisman); Escape from Tomorrow (Director Randy Moore)
Tia Lessin (Director
Behind the Labels)

•
•

What causes push back on fair use? Identify
legitimate commercial push back justification.
What was filmmaker Tia Lessin’s experience with
push back on her 2001 film Behind the Labels? Who
made the push back and why? How was it resolved
by Tia Lessin and why was it resolved in that way?

© 2019 Carson Johnson Productions, LLC

**Push back on fair use
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Song to Song
(Director Terrence Malick)

**Fair use of copyrighted music
•
•

What factors come into play when using music in
scripted films?
Explain the term “needle drop fee” and how this
relates to fair use.

•
•

Explain public domain music.
With reference to Song to Song (2017), explain the
fair use justification for including concert music.

**Other legal issues: court cases
involving fair use
For each court case regarding fair use in scripted
films, the three questions always apply.
•

Explain the reason using Grateful Dead posters in the
book Grateful Dead: The Illustrated Trip qualified as fair
use.
• Using your viewing notes and additional research,
explain the court case involving Appropriation Artist
Jeff Koons.
• Summarize the following article entitled “20
Films Accused of Copyright Infringement”:
<https://www.ranker.com/list/filmsaccused-of-copyright-infringement/
matthewcoleweiss>
• Research Copyright Law court cases in the last 10
Andrew Berger
Tannenbaum Helpern LLP
years. Identify the cases you find most interesting and
explain how the legal outcome met your expectation.
How was fair use applied in any of these cases?
Below L–R: Batman Forever (Director Joel Schumacher); Grateful Dead book; Sisters in Cinema (Director Yvonne Welbon)

© 2019 Carson Johnson Productions, LLC
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**Parody
A parody is a work that comments on
another, usually well-known work, by
imitating it in a comic or derisive way. By
its nature, parody requires some direct
incorporation from the original work
parodied. Unlike other forms of fair use,
a fairly extensive use of the original
work is permitted in a parody in order to
invoke the original.
•

•

•

Tom
Forsythe’s
parody of
Barbie dolls

Define the term “parody” with reference to at least
three different media examples (cinema, music,
television, print).
Summarize the ruling in the copyright infringement
case involving photographer Tom Forsythe and Mattel
over his Barbie Doll photograph series.
Research five examples where fair use has been
challenged in a parodic film or song. What were the
results of those challenges? In what ways does parody
have a greater claim to fair use than other art forms?

Transfiguration (Director Michael O’Shea)

**Errors and omissions insurance
•

•

•
Above: Pretty Woman – Roy Orbison and 2 Live Crew

All fair use challenges are covered by errors
and omissions insurance. When should this
insurance be taken out in the filming process
and why?
What obligation does a filmmaker have to
inform their insurance company if they’ve
already received a “firm no” from a copyright
holder?
What often keeps a beginning filmmaker from
reaching out to lawyers and securing E&O
insurance early in the production process?

**Good news for filmmakers
•

•

•

•

•

How can learning about fair use help filmmakers
generate new works and exercise their rights to
fair use?
Select another country with an established movie
industry. Compare and contrast copyright laws
and the concepts of intellectual property and fair
use between this country and the USA. Include
specific reference to the application of these laws
and principles to scripted films. What are the main
similarities and differences?

© 2019 Carson Johnson Productions, LLC

•

Are filmmakers of fictional films legally allowed to
rip DVDs, Blu-rays, and other streaming devices
to acquire footage for criticism or comment?
What are the takeaway messages to filmmakers
regarding fair use?
In what ways can the general public be made
aware of fair use? Why is it valuable for the public
to have an increased awareness ?
What can we learn from examining scripted films
that use other people’s assets pursuant to fair
use?
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